Unit 1, Lesson 1

Worksheet 1
Section 1
1) throw 2) jumping 3) caught 4) works 5) jump 6) repair 7) work 8) repair 9) climb

Section 2
1) Because I was hungry. 2) Because it was too difficult. 3) Because she was in a meeting. 4) Because I like it better than the brown one.

Section 3
1) do 2) does 3) do 4) does 5) do 6) do

Worksheet 2
Section 1
1) looks like 2) look like 3) don’t look like 4) look like

Section 2
1) them 2) her 3) each other 4) each other 5) him 6) each other

Section 3
1) He threw the ball. 2) They’re going to jump off the bed. 3) I’m not repairing the phone.

Worksheet 3
Section 1
Possible answers include: 1) I was hungry. 2) He was sick. 3) I like the gray one better. 4) My computer didn’t work. 5) It was too difficult.

Section 2
Answers will vary.

Section 3
1) We love each other. 2) You are helping each other. 3) They wrote each other. 4) We’re working with each other.

Section 4
See below:

Quiz
Section 1
1) one 2) over 3) onto 4) difficult 5) work 6) throw 7) caught 8) repairing 9) pool 10) easy

Section 2
1) A 2) B 3) C 4) B 5) B 6) C 7) B 8) A

Section 3
1) catch 2) jumped 3) threw 4) repair 5) works 6) play 7) looks

Test
Section 1
1) A 2) C 3) B 4) C 5) C

Section 2
1) catch 2) They 3) cook 4) does 5) climb 6) work 7) repair 8) Does 9) caught / is catching

Section 3
1) The girl jumped on the bed. 2) The man caught the apple. 3) The boy threw the ball.

Unit 1, Lesson 2

Worksheet 1
Section 1
1) chicken 2) napkin 3) game 4) jumping 5) drum 6) smell

Section 2
1) dishes 2) bad 3) floor 4) vacuuming 5) full 6) refrigerator 7) take out 8) shower 9) empty 10) bowls

Section 3
1) put 2) vacuum/clean/wash 3) take out 4) repair 5) repair 6) put

Section 2
Answers may vary. Possible responses are shown.
1) is going to wash the dishes. 2) am going to vacuum the rug in the living room. 3) swept the floor in the kitchen. 4) are going to wash the clothes. 5) David is going to repair the chair in the dining room. 6) Mom cleaned the counter. 7) I am going to put the glasses in the dishwasher. 8) Robert took out the trash. 9) Mom bought bread.
Section 3
1) He’s, the violin in his bedroom
2) He’s, the guitar outside
3) She’s, soccer outside

Worksheet 2
Section 1
1) is exercising
2) No, isn’t exercising, reading a
   newspaper
3) They exercise, beach
Section 2
1) 8 2) 5 3) 1 4) 2
5) 6 6) 3 7) 4 8) 7
Section 3
1) Sometimes 2) Someone
3) Someone 4) something
5) Someday 6) Sometimes
7) something 8) Someday

Worksheet 3
Section 1
1) He’s always late for work.
2) Sometimes, we practice
   soccer inside.
3) The women always wear
   suits to the office.
4) Salt is never sweet.
5) Sometimes, the doctor eats
   meat.
6) The baby is always hungry.
7) They never go to the
   mountains.
Section 2
Answers may vary. Possible
responses are shown.
1) He should go to the grocery
   store.
2) You should not buy it.
3) I should not wear it.
4) I should call my friend.
5) She should eat a sandwich.
6) The soccer team should
   practice.
Section 3
Answers may vary. Possible
responses are shown.
1) I always/never exercise.
2) Sometimes, I exercise.
3) I always/never listen to
   music.
4) Sometimes, I camp in the
   mountains.
5) I always/never camp in the
   mountains.
6) I always take the bus.
7) I always read the newspaper
   in English.
8) Sometimes, I play the piano.
9) Sometimes, I buy
clothes.

Worksheet 4
Section 2
1) ✓ 2) ✓ 3) X 4) X
5) X 6) ✓ 7) ✓ 8) X 9) ✓
Section 3
1) He’s eating something.
2) I want to drink something.
3) He’s going to the movie
   theater with someone.
4) Someday Sarah will have a
   party.
5) Someone is practicing
   the guitar.
6) I’m looking for
   something.
7) Someday we will
   buy a car.
8) Someone gave me
   the flowers.

Quiz
Section 1
1) grocery store 2) Someone
3) team 4) should 5) Sometimes
6) stronger 7) should not
8) place 9) never 10) always
Section 2
1) F 2) A 3) B 4) C
5) D 6) E 7) H 8) I 9) G
Section 3
1) B 2) C 3) A
4) C 5) C 6) B

Test
Section 1
Possible answers include:
1) is, easy, difficult
2) wear, pants, wear, skirts
3) drink, coffee, drink, tea
Section 2
Answers may vary. Possible
responses are shown.
1) It doesn’t work.
2) It’s dirty.
3) It smells bad.
4) It’s not very good.
Section 3
1) I always drink coffee in
   the morning.
2) She never wears a
   suit to the office.
3) The bus is never on
   time.
4) Sometimes we
   camp in the woods.
Section 4
Answers may vary. Accept all
reasonable responses.
Unit 2, Lesson 1

Worksheet 1

Section 1
1) that 2) Which 3) who
4) Which 5) that 6) who 7) that
8) that 9) who 10) Which

Section 2
1) I don't know how he is.
2) I don't know where he is.
3) I don't know what he's watching.
4) I know that he's watching television.
5) I don't know how many people play the guitar.
6) I know that they play the guitar.
7) I don't know how much coffee the doctor wants.

Worksheet 4

Section 1
1) There is something/Someone/Everything, blue
2) No one, jumping
3) Something

Section 2
1) The team that lost the match is not happy.
2) The computer that is on the table doesn't work.
3) I'm taking the bus that departs at four thirty.

Section 3
1) No, there are not enough napkins for everyone.
2) No, there are not enough chairs for everyone.
3) Yes, there are enough plates for everyone.
4) No, there is not enough dessert for everyone.

Worksheet 2

Section 1
Possible answers include:
1) winning 2) lost 3) wears
4) plays 5) won 6) teaches
7) talking 8) fell 9) speaks
10) going

Section 2
Possible answers include:
1) There is something/Someone 2) No one, jumping
3) Everything, blue 4) Everyone, sitting
5) Something

Quiz
Section 1
1) who 2) where 3) how much
4) how many 5) if 6) who 7) that
8) that / if 9) when 10) where

Section 2
1) A 2) A 3) B 4) B
5) A 6) B 7) B 8) A

Section 3
1) everyone, something, won, lost. Although, that, probably, No one

Test
Section 1
1) B 2) C 3) C
4) C 5) A 6) C

Worksheet 3

Section 2
1) where your sunglasses are
2) if he plays tennis 3) when our flight departs

Section 3
we will probably go to the mountains. Because we also like to ski.

Unit 2, Lesson 2

Worksheet 1

Section 1
1) Africa 2) Asia 3) Europe
4) South America 5) Australia
6) North America

Section 2
Possible answers include:
1) families in Africa.
2) my soccer game.
3) her family.

Worksheet 2

Section 2
1) He lived in Russia for twenty years.
2) He went to Italy.
3) He married Giuliana.
4) They married in Rome.
5) The lived in Italy for fifty-six years.
6) Their first child was born in 1926.
7) Giuliana died in 1980.
8) Robert went to his grandfather's funeral.

Section 3
Answers may vary. Possible responses are shown.
1) I hope we win. 2) I hope it doesn't rain. 3) I hope I catch it.
4) I hope it's a girl. 5) I hope it's not delayed. 6) I hope there is enough cake. 7) I hope it fits.

Quiz
Section 1
1) continent 2) wedding
3) already 4) about 5) Australia
6) funeral 7) Congratulations
8) condolences 9) afraid
10) soon

Section 2
1) The baby was already born.
2) They are going to/will get married soon.
3) They are going to/will live here soon.
4) They already finished cleaning the kitchen.
5) It's going to/will rain soon.

Worksheet 3

Section 1
Answers may vary. Possible responses are shown.
1) afraid, she's lost
2) sad, she's leaving

Answers may vary. Accept all reasonable responses.
Test
Section 1
Answers may vary. Possible responses are shown.
1) I have been studying English for two years.
2) I have lived in my city for ten months.
3) My friend has been married for two weeks.
4) I was born twenty years ago.
5) Yes, I’m going to visit my family soon.
6) Yes, I am going to visit my family soon.

Section 2
1) Yes, I am going to visit my family.
2) Yes, I am going to visit my family.
3) Yes, I am going to visit my family.
4) Yes, I am going to visit my family.

Section 3
1) Yes, I am going to visit my family.
2) Yes, I am going to visit my family.
3) Yes, I am going to visit my family.
4) Yes, I am going to visit my family.

Unit 2, Lesson 3
Worksheet 1
Section 1
1) China, Japan 2) Italy, France 3) Australia, Russia 4) Germany, Spain 5) Mexico, the Pacific 6) United Kingdom

Section 2
2, 4, 3, 1

Section 3
1) police officer 2) pine tree 3) United Kingdom 4) rain forest 5) Indian Ocean

Worksheet 2
Section 1
Possible answers include:
1) I will arrive in Spain at six-thirty in the morning. 2) I will stay in Spain for three days.
3) I’m going to fly to France, I will stay in a hotel. 4) I will drive north to the United Kingdom, I will stay in a hotel.
5) my flight will depart from the United Kingdom.

Section 2
Possible answers include:
1) Where do these plants grow? 2) What’s growing here? 3) What type of tree is this?

Worksheet 3
Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

Worksheet 4
Section 1
1) Yes, it’s yours. 2) Yes, it’s mine. 3) Yes, it’s mine. 4) No, it’s theirs. 5) Yes, it’s yours.

Section 2
Answers may vary. Possible responses are shown.

Section 3
Answers may vary. Possible responses are shown.

Worksheet 2
Section 1
1) cows 2) penguin 3) tiger 4) frogs 5) snake

Section 2
Answers may vary. Accept all reasonable responses.

Worksheet 3
Section 1
1) This bird is red.
2) This tiger is running.
3) This dog is ugly.
4) These cows are beautiful.
5) This monkey is in the tree.

Section 2
1) Yes, I’m going to visit my family.
2) Yes, I’m going to visit my family.
3) Yes, I’m going to visit my family.
4) Yes, I’m going to visit my family.

Section 3
Possible answers include:
1) animal 2) stove 3) snake 4) glass 5) window 6) plant

Quiz
Section 1
1) B 2) A 3) C 4) A 5) C 6) A

Section 2
Answers may vary. Possible responses are shown.

Section 3
Answers may vary. Accept all reasonable responses.

Test
Section 1
Answers may vary. Possible responses are shown.
1) bird 2) Spain 3) whale 4) Atlantic Ocean 5) snake 6) tiger 7) cow

Section 2
Answers may vary. Accept all reasonable responses.

Section 3
Possible answers include:
1) animal 2) stove 3) snake 4) glass 5) window 6) plant
Unit 3, Lesson 1

Worksheet 1
Section 1
1) B 2) C 3) B 4) C 5) A 6) B

Section 2
5, 4, 1, 6, 3, 2

Section 3
1) win 2) thinks 3) met 4) worked 5) Drinking 6) eating 7) bought

Worksheet 2
Section 1
1) They have known each other for two months.
2) He has worked/been working at the factory for nine months.
3) They have studied/been studying Chinese for three years.
4) She has been in Moscow for four months.
5) They have danced/been dancing for ten years.
6) He has repaired/been repairing cars for thirty years.

Section 2
Answers will vary.

Section 3
Answers will vary.

Worksheet 3
Section 1
Answer will vary. Possible responses are shown:
1) He’s wearing the wrong clothes for the weather.
2) He bought the right fruit.
3) He has the wrong book.
4) He bought the right fruit.
5) He’s wearing the right clothes for the weather.

Section 2
Answers will vary.

Worksheet 4
Section 1
1) we don’t know each other.
2) My name is Suzanne.
3) Nice to meet you, Louis.

Section 2
1) exercising 2) any 3) ✓ 4) ✓ 5) Because

Section 3
Answers will vary.

Quiz
Section 1
1) some 2) a lot 3) some 4) any 5) any 6) some 7) a lot 8) a lot 9) some 10) any

Section 2
1) 2) 3) 4) 5) 6) 1) 7) 8) 9) 6)

Section 3
1) I don’t think that I can repair this.
2) Is that his girlfriend?
3) We met each other ten years ago.
4) Daniel taught Chinese for nine months.
5) She has already eaten breakfast today.
6) Why is it important to study English?
7) Samantha bought some new jewelry yesterday.

Test
Section 1
1) boring 2) cleaner 3) right 4) girlfriend 5) began 6) ugly 7) south

Section 2
1) a 2) c 3) b 4) a 5) c 6) b

Section 3
1) met her, ago 2) married, boyfriend 3) Because, will be 4) you go, you will 5) think that swimming with, is

Unit 3, Lesson 2

Worksheet 1
Section 1
1) on, in 2) of 3) for, in 4) into 5) out 6) on 7) in 8) on 9) of

Section 2
1) I would buy a new car.
2) they would not be cold.
3) I will carry your camera.
4) I will make you a sandwich.
5) I would buy them.
6) you will speak better.
7) he wouldn’t be bored.
8) he wouldn’t take the bus.

Worksheet 2
Section 1
1) only have 2) no 3) enough 4) little

Section 2
Answers will vary.

Section 3
Answers will vary.

Worksheet 3
Section 1
5, 4, 1, 3, 2, 6

Section 2
1) She will have to exchange her euros for pounds.
2) He exchanged his dollars for euros.
3) They will have to exchange their pounds for yen.
4) She will have to change her pounds for euros.

Section 3
Answers will vary.

Quiz
Section 1
1) a little 2) like this 3) can’t carry 4) aren’t on sale 5) they’re on 6) I only sell

Section 2
5, 2, 4, 1, 3

Section 3
1) carry 2) exchanged 3) Put 4) taken 5) snowed 6) work

Test
Section 1
Answers will vary.

Section 2
1) currency / money 2) an ATM 3) a briefcase 4) a backpack 5) vacation 6) sale 7) exchange

Section 3
1) a little 2) no 3) a lot 4) enough 5) only 6) would 7) There 8) putting

Unit 3, Lesson 3

Worksheet 1
Section 1
Answers will vary.

Section 2
1) tall 2) big 3) much 4) many 5) wide 6) much

Section 3
1) B 2) C 3) C 4) C

Worksheet 2
Section 1
Answers will vary.

Section 2
Answers will vary.

Section 3
1) How much do you want?, I would like 2) is, This square, is mine
Worksheet 3
Section 1
1) They weigh almost nine pounds.
2) There is almost enough juice for everyone.
3) It is almost three and a half inches long.
4) We need at least ten plates.
5) This building is at least one hundred feet tall.

Section 2
1) She's counting the apples.
2) He cut the orange in half.
3) She has drunk a / one third of the milk.
4) No, it's round.
5) This is a slice of pizza.

Section 3
1) He's almost tall enough to ride the bicycle.
2) The potatoes almost weigh nine pounds.
3) We almost have enough cake for everyone.

Worksheet 4
Section 1
1) She cut twelve slices.
2) She gave six slices to Pierre.
3) Pierre had four slices from the round pizza.
4) Pierre had two slices from the square pizza.
5) Maria ate two slices of pizza.
6) She ate the round pizza.

Section 2
1) She cut the limes into quarters.
2) The boy cut the pie in thirds.
3) The man cut the paper in half.

Worksheet 2
Section 1
1) They weigh almost nine pounds.
2) There is almost enough juice for everyone.
3) It is almost three and a half inches long.
4) We need at least ten plates.
5) This building is at least one hundred feet tall.

Section 2
1) Pierre had four slices from the round pizza.
2) She gave six slices to Pierre.
3) Maria ate two slices of pizza.
4) She ate the round pizza.

Section 3
1) She cut the limes into quarters.
2) The boy cut the pie in thirds.
3) The man cut the paper in half.

Unit 3, Lesson 4
Worksheet 1
Section 1
1) They weigh almost nine pounds.
2) There is almost enough juice for everyone.
3) It is almost three and a half inches long.
4) We need at least ten plates.
5) This building is at least one hundred feet tall.

Section 2
1) They weigh almost nine pounds.
2) There is almost enough juice for everyone.
3) It is almost three and a half inches long.
4) We need at least ten plates.
5) This building is at least one hundred feet tall.

Section 3
1) She cut the limes into quarters.
2) The boy cut the pie in thirds.
3) The man cut the paper in half.

Quiz
Section 1
1) costs as much as the pie
2) cost less than the sandwiches
3) weighs as much as the other lemon/one

Section 2
1) measure 2) other 3) round
4) counted 5) least 6) by

Section 3
Answers may vary.
1) How tall is this tree
2) How much do these potatoes weigh
3) How tall am I

Test
Section 1
1) Weights as much as the dog.
2) Weighs less than the suitcase.
3) Costs as much as the blue plate.
4) Weighs more than the fish.

Section 2
1) The rug is three feet by five feet.
2) The potatoes were four dollars.
3) He weighs thirty-four pounds.
4) There's almost enough coffee for everyone.
5) The street is two miles long.
6) The door is three feet wide.

Section 3
1) She cut the limes into quarters.
2) The boy cut the pie in thirds.
3) The man cut the paper in half.

Worksheet 3
Section 1
Answers may vary.

Section 2
1) They weigh almost nine pounds.
2) There is almost enough juice for everyone.
3) It is almost three and a half inches long.
4) We need at least ten plates.
5) This building is at least one hundred feet tall.

Section 3
Answers may vary.

Quiz
Section 1
1) costs as much as the pie
2) cost less than the sandwiches
3) weighs as much as the other lemon/one

Section 2
1) measure 2) other 3) round
4) counted 5) least 6) by
Unit 4, Lesson 1

Worksheet 1
Section 1
1) Italian pasta 2) a Japanese mountain 3) an Indian temple 4) a French dessert 5) a Mexican man 6) a Russian church 7) a German car 8) an Egyptian statue

Section 2
1) Germany 2) Japanese 3) Mexican 4) American 5) Russian

Section 3
1) soldiers 2) king 3) president

Worksheet 2
Section 1
Possible answers include:
1) The adults are voting.
2) He lost the election.
3) They are reading a magazine.
4) The queen visited a hospital.
5) There is a game on tv.

Section 2
Possible answers include:
1) The Italians are playing soccer.
2) The Russians are voting.
3) The Americans are holding flags.
4) The Germans are playing a game.
5) The Mexicans are dancing.

Section 3
4, 5, 2, 6, 1, 3

Worksheet 3
Section 1
1) in the magazine.
2) on television.
3) on the radio.

Section 2
1) fought 2) believe 3) voted
4) visited 5) ended 6) sits
7) talked

Section 3
3, 2, 4, 1

Worksheet 4
Section 1
Possible answers include:
1) visited the hospital
2) has finished voting
3) is holding German flags
4) The weather is on television
5) No, he's buying something on the Internet

Section 2
Answers will vary.

Unit 4, Lesson 2

Worksheet 1
Section 1
1) I speak four languages.
2) He’s speaking German.
3) I only understand a little of what they’re saying.
4) Really? I didn’t know that.
5) In Spain, Mexico, and most of South America.
6) I disagree.
7) It was taken last spring.

Section 2
1) This cake was made this morning.
2) These people are building a house.
3) This mosque was built in 1287.
4) These statues were discovered on an island.
5) Italian is spoken in Italy.
6) The woman wrote this book.

Section 3
1) 1 2) 4
3) 3 4) 2

Worksheet 2
Section 1
1) In English, it’s called a sock
2) In English, it’s called a spoon
3) In English, it’s called a book

Section 2
1) Australia is a country. It’s also a continent.
2) Sarah is a businesswoman. She’s also a musician.
3) I speak French. I also speak German.

Section 3
1) was driven
2) were discovered 3) was taken
4) were returned 5) was made

Worksheet 3
Section 2
1) no 2) no 3) yes
4) yes 5) yes 6) yes

Section 3
1) I agree that English is a difficult language. / I disagree. I think that English is an easy language.
2) I agree that black is a good color for a kitchen. / I disagree. I think that black is a bad color for a kitchen.
3) I agree that Japanese food is the best. / I disagree. I don’t think that Japanese food is the best.
4) I agree that using the Internet is important. / I disagree. I don’t think that using the Internet is important.

Worksheet 4
Section 1
1) 2) 1 3) 4 4) 3
Answers will vary.

Section 3
1) No, he’s not a doctor. He’s a businessman.
2) He works for a company called Wheeler and Sons.
3) The company sells bicycles.
4) He has worked at Wheeler and Sons for eleven years.
5) He used to be a teacher.

Quiz
Section 1
1) Yes, he also plays the violin.
2) Yes, I also have to cook the meat.
3) Yes, she also has a fish.
4) No, she’s also watching television.

Section 2
Possible answers include:
1) took 2) was discovered
3) built 4) returned
5) was made 6) caught

Section 3
Answers will vary.

Test
Section 1
1) I didn’t vote for him.
I disagree with him.
2) Who are you voting for? Why are you voting for her?, I agree with her.

Section 2
1) The book was written in 1997.
2) I made this cake.
3) The houses were built with wood.
4) The pie was baked in the oven.
5) The lemons were cut into quarters.
6) The woman took that photo.
**Unit 4, Lesson 3**

**Worksheet 1**

**Section 1**
1) He forgot his hat.
2) He remembered his keys.
3) She remembered her coffee.
4) She forgot her umbrella.
5) She remembered the phone number. 6) She forgot her book.

**Section 2**
Answers may vary. Possible responses are shown:
1) The students are learning about whales and sharks.
2) The boy is learning how to swim.
3) The girl is learning about Brazilian plants.
4) The woman is learning how to use the Internet.
5) The men are learning how to ride a bicycle.
6) My son is learning how to walk.

**Section 3**
1) too many 2) too many 3) not enough

**Worksheet 2**

**Section 1**
1) I have been living in this house since March.
2) She has been the president since 2005.
3) She has been in India since Monday.
4) She has been studying since one thirty.
5) They’re learning how to walk.

**Section 2**
1) He has to clean the floor again.
2) He has to wash the dishes again.
3) She has to repair the bicycle again.

**Section 3**
Answers will vary.

**Worksheet 3**

**Section 1**
1) She has been cooking since this morning.
2) The children have been swimming since two thirty.
3) That family has lived in the house for six months.
4) I have worked for this company since 2004.
5) They have been talking on the phone for twenty minutes.

**Section 2**
Answers will vary.

**Section 3**
1) She is ready to go to work.
2) We are ready to eat dinner.
3) He is ready to go to work.

**Worksheet 4**

**Section 1**
1) She has to repair it again.
2) We have/want to eat there again.
3) We want to go there again.

**Worksheet 4**

**Section 1**
1) I went to northern Mexico.
2) I saw an ancient temple.
3) Yes, the meat was good.

**Section 2**
Answers will vary.

**Section 3**
1) She rode an elephant.
2) She saw a temple in a lake.
3) She ate with a family.

**Quiz**

**Section 1**
1) Yes, I’m ready 2) Is it time to go to the parade 3) Let’s go

**Section 2**
1) She’s on business.
2) They’re on business.
3) She’s on vacation.

**Section 3**
1) A 2) C 3) C 4) C

**Test**

**Section 1**
1) Yes, Today is not a holiday.
2) There is a parade today because we/I have been married for twenty years.
3) I’m almost ready to go to the park.
4) Yes, Let’s go to the park.

**Section 2**
1) I’m going to go to Mexico on business.
2) The woman read the newspaper during the flight.
3) We have not been to Africa since 1992/last week/etc.
4) The children are ready to go to the park.
5) Let’s go to the concert next week.
6) It’s time to go to the wedding.

**Section 3**
Answers will vary.